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AN OVERVIEWOF NASA INTERMITTENTCOMBUSTIONENGINERESEARCH

Edward A. Willis and William T. Wintucky

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

-. Abstract R and D efforts, 16 comprehensive mission evalu-
ation studies of larger advanced I.C. engines have

This p_per overviews the current program, not yet been performed. This paper includes the
whose objective is to establish the generic tech- results of a limited range of studies conducted by
nology base for advanced aircraft I.C. engines of the Army's Research and Technology Laboratories for
the early 1990's and beyond. The major emphasis a light-weight helicopter.
of this paper is on developments of the past two
years. Currently, the research program is focussed

on two engine concepts -- the stratified-charge,
Past studies and ongoing confirmatory experi- multi-fuel rotary and the lightweight two-stroke

mental efforts are reviewed, which show unexpec- diesel. High performance one-rotor and one-
redly high potential when modern aerospace cylinder test engines and related engine-specific
technologies are applied to inherently compact and items are being developed under ongoing contracts
balanced I.C. engine configurations. Currently, with Curtiss-Wright/Deere and Co. and Teledyne
the program is focussed on two engine concepts -- Continental Motors/General Products Division, re-
the stratified-charge, multi-fuel rotary, and the spectively. These two ongoing test-engine con-
lightweight two-stroke diesel. A review is given tracts, both approaching completion, are briefly
of contracted and planned high performance one- reviewed. Beginning in mid-1985, comparative data
rotor and one-cylinder test engine work addressing from the final test engine builds will be used to
several levels of technology. Also reviewed are further assess the technical merits of the two con-
basic supporting efforts, e.g., the development and cepts. By late 1985, one or the other could be
experimental validation of computerized airflow and identified as the prime candidate for a potential,
combustion process models, being performed in-house larger follow-on program involving additional tech-
at Lewis Research Center and by university grants, nology work and a turbocharged, multi-rotor or

multi-cylinder breadboard engine. Related sup-
Introduction porting efforts of a more basic nature are also

summarized; e.g., the development and experimental
validation of computerized airflow and combustion

This paper summarizes NASA's ongoing efforts process models, seal and adiabatic material/
in aircraft intermittent combustion (I.C.) engine component research. These are being performed
Research and Technology (R and T), with emphasis on in-house at Lewis Research Center and by universi-
recent developments which are not addressed in ty grants.
concurrent publications. As Fig. 1 indicates, this
is a research-oriented program whose objective is Finally, the planning to date for a separate
to establish the generic technology base for but closely related Army/NASA joint program in the
advanced aircraft I.C. engines of the early 1990's compound diesel-turbine area is discussed. Funded
and beyo_d_ To review briefly, past engine by various DODsources, this project addresses
studies, ±-_ now pRrtially confirmed by experi- higher power ratings and more aggressive technolo-
mental results, 4-° have shown unexpectedly high gy than would be appropriate for general aviation.
potential when modern aerospace technologies were This project, called ADEPTfor Advanced Diesel
applied to inherently compact and balanced I.C. Engine Propulsion Technology, will build upon the
engine configurations such as the Wankel rotary, technical base established by G_rett TEC in a
Figure 2 illustrates three advanced I.C. engine previous, DARPA-funded program. _" The recently-
concepts that were studied, and displays their initiated first phase encompasses single-cylinder
attractive estimated cruise BSFC's and _pecific research at unprecedented speeds and operating
weights. In addition, parallel studies _ of pressures, together with design and application
small, highly advanced, simple-cycle turbine en- studies of a three-cylinder test rig and multi-
gines were also conducted, and also yielded en- cylinder engines in the 500-1500 hp range.
couraging results. Figure 3 illustrates a typical
comparison based on these prior studies. In the A bibliography of recent reports/papers on
sub-500 hp category, typ_a_ofixed- and rotary- the foregoing is included.

.. wing mission comparisons _U-_ showed fuel burn
savings of about 50 percent and airplane size re- Fuel Impact
ductions approximating 25 percent, compared to a
traditional reciprocating engine. The same studies As is well known, the cost of fuel has become

.. showed advanced I.C. engine fuel savings approach- a major part of the cost of doing business for most
ing 35 percent relative to a small, highly ad- segments of aviation. Although the present "oil
vanced, simpleT_Y_e turbine. Subsequent I.C. glut" has relieved the_ pressures temporarily,
engine studies ±_-_4 in the 800 to 2400 hp range long-range predictions _° indicate that the trends
indicated attractive results in this category as of the past decade will continue indefinitely.
well. Although encouraging preliminary _dica- This situation, as it affects light aviation, was
tions for helicopters have been derived, zD based considered during the "Workshop on _iation
on results of the Army's ongoing Adiabatic Diesel Gasolines and Future Alternatives, ''_ held at
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Lewis Research Center in February 1981. After Stratified-ChargeCombustion
consideringsuch factors as supply, potential de-
mand, refinery capabilities, and distribution,it Stratified-chargecombustionmeets the need
was concluded that commodity-typejet fuel will for fuel flexibilityin rotary engines. As Fig. 5
remain in relativelygood supply and generally suggests, the basic problem is to get the fuel and
availablefor at least the next 30 years. Avia- air together and burn them rapidly enough to main-
tion gasoline (avgas),on the other hand, was per- tain good efficiency. As indicated,the process
ceived as being of doubtful availabilityover the of doing this entails significantefforts in sev-
same span of time. It was further concluded that eral major areas, including internal aerodynamics,
jet fuel should be used as the fuel of choice for fuel-injection,and ignition. (Areas in which
any all-new light aviation powerplant of the efforts are alreadyongoing are shown in the shaded
future, areas of the chart; planned future efforts are

listed in the unshaded region. This convention
This conclusion has major ramificationsfor will be followed in later charts as well.) Ini-

powerplant design, especially in the lower- tially, it also required significanteffort to
horsepower area where the predominantengine today develop the specializeddiagnostic instrumentation .-
is the air-cooledreciprocatingengine, which re- required to investigatethese processes in a fir-
quires high octane avgas. Jet fuels in general ing engine environment. For example, the IMEP of
have low octane numbers and, moreover, their prop- a rotary engine is difficult to measure in-situ,
erties of interest for I.C. engines (octane and/or because there is no single point on the stationary
cetane numbers) are not controlled by specifica- housing from which a pressure transducercan "see"
tions and probably never will be. Thus, even the entire thermodynamiccycle. A recent solution
though domestic, kerosine-type "Jet-A"fuel pre- to this problem consisted of electronicallycom-
sently has a good cetane rating and is an excellent bining the signals from four strategicallylocated
diesel fuel, there is no assurance that this will pressure pick-ups to r_Ronstructthe complete
continue to be the case in future times or other pressure-time history._u Combined with p_v_
localities. On the contrary, commercialjet fuel ously developed microprocessorcircuitry,_,_
specificationsare expected to evolve in a "broad- this now enables the IMEP and other combustion
spec" direction,more similar to present military parameters of a rotary engine to be observed on a
iet fuels (whichhave neither good octane nor good real-time, cycle-by-cyclebasis.
cetane ratings).

Given the ability to measure the overall be-
To be competitive in this scenario,the new havior of the combustion chamber, the next re-

I.C. powerplantclearly needs a type of combustion quirement is to develop a sufficientlygood under-
system which will be insensitiveto cetane and standing of detailed processes inside, so that
octane ratings. One such system, known as directionsof improvementcan be rationally pre-
"stratified-charge,"employs diesel-typedirect dicted. In general, the approach taken has been
fuel-injectionover a spark plug, to assure immed- to develop computer models of the airflow and other
iate ignition. This establishesa localizedflame processes, then use LDV and related techniques to
front which is then sustained by continued injec- verify/refinethe codes' predictions. Modeling
tion of fuel, with air flow supplied by the efforts are now underway at Massachusetts
engine's internal aerodynamics. Instituteof Technology and the Universityof

Florida. First-cut versions of these recently-
Rotary Engine R and T initiatedefforts are now operational,and they

will be further discussed in a parallel
Although many types of I.C. engines can employ presentation.

the stratified-chargecombustion concept in one
form or another, it has proven to be particularly Meanwhile, the rotary's inherent shape, motion
suited to the rotary due to the inherent air motion and airflow patterns lend themselvesnaturally to
and geometry of the latter. Previous experience stratified-chargeoperation. In Fig. 6, air flow
at Curtiss-Wright7,8 has demonstratedat low BMEP relative to the rotor, approximatelydetermined by
that this enables the rotary to burn a varietyof an early in-house flow model, is plotted at vari-
different fuels, while at the same time raising its ous stations approachingTop Dead Center (TDC).
historicallylower efficiency to a level approach- As may be seen, this relative flow combined with
ing automotivediesels. Most recently, the former the rotor's own motion results in a strong, uni-
Curtiss-Wrightrotary engine business was purchased directionalair motion in the downstream direc-
by Deere and Co., with a view towards selected com- tion. In this simple model, it appears sufficient
mercial and military applications. These develop- to merely spray in fuel, at a rate proportionalto
ments, combined with its inherent, and already the instantaneousairflow across the injector sta-
known technicalcharacteristics (compactness,light tion, to maintain a standing flame front. In some
weight, low vibration,etc.) make the rotary a cases, positive ignition is assured by dividing
naturalcandidate for light aircraft, the fuel flow. The smaller or "pilot" flow is

finely atomized and directed over a spark plug to
As indicated in Fig. 4, the current rotary R create an energetic "blow-torch"effect. This in ""

and T program encompassesin-house and contract turn vaporizes and ignitesthe incomingmain
activities in four main areas of technology, charge with minimal delay.
These include not only stratified-chargecombus-
tion as previously discussed, but also In order to study these processes experiment- ""
tribological, structural,and turbomachinerywork ally, an existing engine test rig of this general
to realize this form of combustion in a practical, type has been procured from Outboard Marine
competitiveengine. Corporation (OMC), and a high-output second rig,

embodying features identified in the earlier stud-
ies, is being designed and built for NASA by
Curtiss-Wrightand Deere and Company. The OMC rig



is illustratedin Fig. 7. It is currently under- dimensionalcharacteristicsand physical proper-
going calibration and initial shakedown operations, ties. The PSZ seals are compared with conventional
and should reach a productive,data-gatheringsta- iron and graphite seals in Fig. 10.
tus later in the year. Meanwhile, the similar-
sized (40 ins) but higher performing When screening tests are complete, selected
Curtiss-Wright/Deererig appears to be proceeding specimen seals will be further evaluated in a hot-
on schedule. Barring unforseen problems, assembly firing engine environment. Figure 11 shows a sim-
of the first article should begin in the final ple, but high-output,single-rotor,35 cubic inch
quarter of FY84, with acceptance test and delivery test rig engine that has been assembled for this
by early FY85. purpose out of Mazda competition components. This

gasoline-fueledrig has been acceptancetested at
Seals and Lubrication 125 hp at 9,500 rpm for brief intervals. Its

_o specific output (3.7 hp/in_) could be raised by
Seal and lubricationproblems for rotary en- turbocharging,but is already close _o that of the

gines are both different and difficult compared to Curtiss-Wright/Deererig (4.0 hp/ inS). This
conventional (reciprocating)I.C. engines. Most will permit meaningful seal and lubricanttesting
notably different is the apex seal, because of its to begin expeditiously,without impactingthe
line-contactnature and unidirectionalmotion, stratified-chargeR and D efforts.
Despite this, seal and other mechanical problems
appear to be minimal in late-modelrotary auto- Thermal Technology
mobile engines. The advanced rotary aircraft study
however, called for sliding speeds and operating In recent years, much has been said about the
pressureswhich are 1-1/2 and 2 times, respective- benefits of operating a diesel engine in the "adi-
ly, the maximum values seen in automotivepractice, abatic", turbo-compoundmode. (Recallthat, for
These factors, together with the prolonged high- our present purposes, this terminologyincludes
output running typical of the aircraft duty cycle, MHR engines as well as those having essentially
result in high contact pressures and operating zero coolant heat rejection.) This means that
temperatures- both of the seals and their mating most or all of the combustion space (pistoncrown,
surfaces. For these reasons, the friction and fire deck and cylinder wall) is lined with ceramic
wear characteristicsof apex seals and their asso- or other high temperatureinsulatingmaterials.
ciated lubricantsare again _tters of concern. As a result, heat losses to the coolant are great-
In addition, recent research_J suggests, on the- ly reduced or eliminated. The energy saved pri-
oretical grounds, that the rotor side seals may marily shows up as increased exhaust-gasenergy --
contribute an unexpectedlyhigh proportion of the hence a compoundingturbine is needed to recover a
engine's total friction, portionof it. With this technique, B_FC's as low

as 0.285 Ibs/bhp-hr have been reported_b for a
As indicated in Fig. 8, a number of seal/ truck-typediesel engine.

trochoid surfacematerial combinationshave been
or are being tried. Among the proven combinations, Although no prior research has been reported
the original Mazda one-piece (graphiteagainst along these lines for rotaries, there is no ap-
cracked-chrome)design, gives low friction, ade- parent technical reason why it could not be done.
quate sealing at high speeds and is still fre- Relative benefits in fact may be greater, since
quently used for racing applications. Unfortu- the conventionalrotary experiences a relatively
nately, the graphite is so brittle that it cannot larger coolant heat rejection already (comparedto
be fabricated into a two-piece seal. Its low speed a similar piston engine), and combustion tends to
sealing effectiveness is therefore marginal, and be slow in its elongated,well-quenched combustion
its long-term durability is suspect. The more space. Both factors degrade indicated efficiency,
recent two-piece iron/chromecombinationgives and in current rotaries, the deficit is only part-
much improved low speed sealing, and apparently ly made up by lower friction. But by minimizing
wears well in automotiveservice. The ceramic coolant heat losses (a larger percent of the total
seals are of great interest for reduced friction than in piston engines), and in achievingfaster
and their potential abilityto stand up to a very combustion (by replacing cool quench areas with
high temperatureenvironment,as may exist in an hot reaction - promoting areas), the "adiabatic"
"adiabatic"or "minimum heat rejection (MHR)"ver- or MHR rotary may for the first time achieve bet-
sion of the engine. (The terms "adiabatic"and ter efficiency than a comparable piston engine.
"MHR" are used synonymouslyand interchangeablyin
this paper.) Several approachesare planned or currently

under study, as shown in Fig. 12. In general,
New seal/trochoidmaterial combinationsare these comprise the use of ceramic, composite or

normally screened on a friction and wear rig appa- high-temperaturemetallic materials for rotor and
ratus such as the pin-and-disctester illustrated housing wall surfaces. Each component presents
schematicallyin Fig. 9. Several graphite fiber- its own unique problems and must be carefully ana-
polyimide composite materials were evaluated in an lyzed to identify the necessary trade-offs between

•o effort to find a better trade-off between friction thermal, stress, and sealing-surfaceconsider-
and low speed sealing. Although numer_s speci- ations. Figure 13 indicates,in a very approxi-
mens were tested to obtain basic data,_" the mate and over-simplifiedmanner, the change in
emphasis has now shiftedto ceramics and other peak-load heat flux across the hottest part of the

." high-temperaturematerials. At present, specimens trochoid wall, if the present 3/16 in. aluminum
of severalceramic seal candidatematerials are were to be replaced by 3/16 in. of a material hav-
ready for pin-and-discscreening, and a sample set ing a thermal conductivityapproximatingPSZ. The
of partially-stabilizedzirconia (PSZ) apex seals effect on the initiallyvery high heat flux is
has been fabricatedto demonstratesurface finish, dramatic -- a factor of 2.5 reduction is clearly

indicated. Applying this factor to the 35 percent
coolant heat rejection typical of small rotary



engines, indicates that considerably more energy pounding. A degree of synergism emerges, however,
(21 percent of fuel input) will now be presented when compounding is used together with the "adi-
to the compounding turbine. Depending on pressure abatic" or MHRtype of engine structure. That is,
ratios (before and after converting to adiabatic a large benefit results from the combination of
operation), and the component efficiencies in- two technologies which would individually produce
volved, it could be argued that on the order of i0 only marginal gains. Although the first-order
percent more power could be extracted from an al- needs of general aviation can (arguably) be met
ready turbo-compounded engine. All that is needed without the use of these technologies, they are
is a high-temperature insulative wall, plus high clearly indicated for higher power applications
temperature seals to run against it. This is no where the competition is more effective and higher
small task, however. It is an essentially new costs may be allowable.
area of research for rotary engines per se -
analytical investigations were initiated in late Turbocharging and compounding technology, ""
1983 and are being extended now to include finite- however, is not being actively pursued by NASAat
element calculations. The incentive however, is present. This is not to minimize the importance
clearly very large, of having the right turbocharger at the right time,

or of having an appropriate compounding turbine at ""
Turbocharging and Compounding some later time. The power core, be it rotary or

diesel, is simply viewed as being the larger, more
Figure 14 indicates the main program elements critical and riskier task, and one that is much

related to turbocharging. All I.C. engines in the less likely to benefit from ongoing, well-funded
previously mentioned studies were highly turbo- programs in the small-turbine area.
charged, to obtain high power densities and the
benefits of flat rating up to 25 000 feet altitude. Diesel Engine R and T
Various assumptions were made by the engine manu-
facturers concerning the appropriate turbocharger The very concept of using a diesel engine in
cycle parameters _d component efficiencies. More an airplane always seems to be taken skeptically,
recently, a study _ of a general aviation orien- yet the idea is by no means new. The diesel air-
ted turbocharger technology needs and benefits was craft engine actually predates the jet engine in
conducted for NASAby Garrett Turbine Engine flight by about two decades, and a textbook on the
Company (GTEC). As the rotary engine's turbo- subject _ had been published by 1940. Experi-
charger requirements (flow, pressure ratio, etc.) mental diesels were built and flown in the U.S.
were generally midway between the other two study and several European countries during the 1920's
engines, it was chosen as the representative ad- and 1930's. In Germany, the "Jumo" series of air-
vanced I.C. engine for the purposes of the GTEC craft diesels reached production status in the
efforts. Results from then-current NASAturbo- early 1930's, and then remained in continuous pro-
charged rotary engine research LU and duction and service, for transport and long-range
Curtiss-Wright IR and D programs were fed into the patrol airplanes, for about a decade thereafter.
GTECstudy at an early point to help define the In the half-century since the first Jumo diesel
applicable vibratory environment, exhaust gas con- entered service, few if any other production,
ditions, engine flow characteristics, and pulse- shaft-power aircraft engines have equalled its
energy recovery characteristics. Based on this cruise BSFC of 0.36 Ibs/bhp-hr.
type of input, plus the original engine study data,
GTECconcluded that very attractive levels of per- In today's more energy-conscious world, it
formance, weight, and package size were possible, seemed only logical to re-examine this concept in
given appropriate advances in four key technolo- the light of modern technologies. Therefore, the

ies: (1) a ceramic turbine rotor; contained in diesel was included in the previous light-aircraft
2) a lightweight, sheet metal turbine housing; powerplant studies, with favorable results as de-

(3) a full air-bearing suspension system; and (4) scribed previously. The next problem was to es-
modest improvements in compressor aerodynamics, tablish the technical credibility of the study

results. The approach chosen by NASAincludes con-
Figure 15 compares the resulting advanced tracted, engine-specific R and D work using a

turbocharger with current practice. Part (a) il- single cylinder test engine (SCTE), supplemented
lustrates the present GTECconcept, which out- by Lewis Research Center's in-house basic research
performs a single conventional unit with similar support in the internal-airflow modelling area.
external dimensions, yet weighs half as much. To Figure 16 indicates the main objectives of this
obtain comparable performance with current tech- work. As may be seen, these are closely parallel
nology, a two-stage series system with an inter- to the rotary objectives previously discussed.
stage cooler is required. This is illustrated in That is, technologies related to (I) combustion/
part (b) at roughly the same scale. The advanced fuel-injection; (2) piston ring and cylinder seal-
technology design is not only much lighter, but ing, friction, wear and lubrication; (3) applica-
considerably smaller - the conventional system is tion of high temperature, insulative materials to
nearly as large as the rotary engine itself, combustion-chamber components; and (4) airflow and
Since a full air bearing suspension is used, there turbocharging considerations, will all require --
is no oil internal to the advanced turbocharger, significant attention. Since both the contracted
It would therefore present no fire hazard in the portion of the NASAdiesel activities and the sup-
event of a failure, porting in-house airflow modeling work are the

subjects of parallel presentations, they will be -"
A compounding turbine was included in one of only briefly summarized here for the sake of

the prior, general aviation-related engine continuity.
studies, z In that case, the substantial heat
losses to the (conventional) cooling system and
the energy extracted to drive the high altitude
turbocharger left little to be recovered by com-



Contract Activity standing of the airflow through and inside of the
two-stroke cylinder is essential. This is pre-

The ongoing SCTE research contract (fig. 17) sently being addressedby a long-range basic effort
with Teledyne ContinentalMotors/GeneralProducts including significantin-house and unixRr§_tygrant
Division (GPD) focusses on a cylinder, piston, and activities. Computer simulationcodes_°,_
combustionchamber design established in the solvingthe two-dimensionalaxisymmetric
original study._ Initiated in FY81 at a low level Navier-Stokesequations are well along in develop-
of effort, the program addresses those technol- ment and have already been applied to generate
ogies that are believed to be necessary for future simulatedmotion pictures of the airflow inside
light aviation powerplantsof 400 hp aQd below, selected configurations. Figure 21 is based on a
Figure 18 illustratesthe SCTE, consisting of the singleframe from such a movie. Illustratedis an
NASA cylinder, piston, and combustion chamber as- axisymmetricintake flow through a single,

"- sembled onto a standard, laboratorytype test centrally-locatedvalve, resulting in the formation
crankcase. Inlet air and exhaust ductingfor this of two vortical structuresas shown. Clearly, the
loop-scavenged,piston-porteddesign are clearly persistenceof such vortices into the fuel-
visible. Figure 19 presents results from tests to injection and combustion events would have a sj_-
date of several engine builds. Shown are several nificant effect on the latter. A recent study_
engine operating parameters and specific fuel con- using thepresent methods defined the conditions
sumption over a range of indicatedmean effective under which these vortices may persist long enough
pressure (IMEP). An early build of the engine is to affectcombustion.
representedby triangle symbolswhile a recent

build, with a significantlybetter fuel-injection Most r_ently, the empha_s has been on using
pump, is shown by circles. Vertical lines at laser-optic_u and holographic_ imageryto
IMEP's of 9.2 and 12.4 bars represent four-cylinder verify the computer-predictedflow patterns such
cruise power (250 bhp) and take-off power (360 as those illustratedin Fig. 21.
bhp) at the 3500 rpm condition tested. Looking
first at the peak cylinder pressures at the top of Advanced Diesel Enqine Propulsion Technology
the chart -- it may be seen most clearly that the
early build could not meet either of the specified (ADEPT)Project
power levels and also exceeded the design pressure
limit of about 100 bars (1500 psi). The later The "AdvancedDiesel Engine PropulsionTech-
build, by contrast, easily met these criteria, and nology" (ADEPT)project is a joint Army/NASA pro-
in fact indicated that the engine could exceed its gram to demonstratethe technology for an
original take-off hp rating. Its brake and in- exceptionallyhigh performancediesel power core.
dicated SFC's (bottomdata) bracket the value of This in turn is viewed as a first step toward a
about 220 g/kw-hr (approximately0.36 Ibslbhp-hr) "CompoundCycle Turbine Diesel Engine" (CCTDE)
predicted for the study engine. As a four-cylinder propulsion system. The CCTDE, as illustratedin
engine normally has lower specific friction losses Fig. 22, is a highly turbocharged,power com-
than a SCTE, this indicatesthat the predicted pounded, very advanced diesel_engineof much higher
performance levels can probably be met from an specific power (up to 5 hp/in_) than presently
engine point of view. being consideredfor any known future civil or

military application. The Army Aviation Systems
The preceding resultswere obtained using Command (AVSCOM),in particular,is interestedin

shop-air pressurizationon an "as-required"basis, the CCTDE concept as a potential candidate for
in place of an actual turbocharger. Cycle-match future advanced helicopterapplications. Other
studieswere also conducted to compare measured DOD organizationsare also interested in CCTDE for
SCTE inlet and exhaustconditions with projected combat vehicles and landingcraft. A preliminary
turbochargermaps. These calculationsnow indicate study15 showed that use of a high specific-power
that the present configurationof the engine does compound diesel engine could save up to 40 percent
not provide enough exhaustenergy to drive a in helicopterfuel requirements. Recent unpub-
realistic definition of the advanced turbocharger, fished analyses by the AVSCOM (discussedin the
to obtain the needed inlet air flow and pressure next section) indicatedthat in addition to the 40
ratio. One way to obtain the needed energy is to percent savings in fuel, up to a 25 percent re-
insulate the interior surfaces exposed to combus- duction in engine power requirementcould be pos-
tion, using ceramics or other high temperature sible compared to an equivalentadvanced simple
materials. Unfortunately,this converts the use cycle gas turbine engine. This reduction in power
of "adiabatic"or MHR-type engine structuralcom- required also translated into a smaller helicopter
ponents from an optional later improvementinto a for the same payload and mission. Based on these
primary requirementfor an aircraft diesel. Such potential advantages,the U.S. Army Aviation
components have been experimentallyrun, with ap- Systems Command (AVSCOM) has entered into an agree-
parent success for truck engines,_inthe Army ment with NASA for a joint program on the "ADEPT"
(TACOM)Adiabatic Diesel program.16 At present, technologyeffort precursory to CCTDE.
a finite-elementcomputationalprogram is ongoing

.o to evaluate various materials for their tempera- The basis for the ADEPT/CCTDEeffort is a
ture, stress and heat-flux characteristicsin en- previous Compound Cycle Turbofan engine (CCTE)

gine components. Figure 20 illustratesa typical project conducted by Garrett Turbine Engine
computationalgrid for a cylinder liner. Company under a DARPA/Air Force program_I from

•- 1977 through 1981 (fig. 23). In this advanced
Airflow Modeling turbine engine concept, the conventionalcombustor

of a turbofan was replaced with a highly turbo-
Because of the previouslymentioned critical charged, high-speed,direct fuel-injected,two-

nature of the "match"between a two-stroke I.C. stroke cycle diesel power core. This diesel power
engine and its turbocharger,a detailed under- core along with a directly geared exhaust gas tur-

bine drove the turbine engine compressor and pro-



pulsive fan. Design life of the engine was 25 plications. After the system studies have been
hours and speed/loadrange changes were limited completed and critical technologiesdemonstrated,
with minimal operation at peak power. During the a design will be performed of a multi-cylinder
CCTE program, performancegoal§ of 8000 rpm, 4000 engine test rig. The purpose of this test rig is
ft/min piston speed, 7.2 hplinJ power density to combine individualtechnologiesto evaluate
and 385 psi brake mean effective pressure were their characteristics,relationships,and effects
demonstratedon single-cylinderengines. Develop- on an overall system performance. The CCTDE por-
ment of diesel power core critical technologies tion (a five year effort) of the overall program
was addressed in the following areas: cylinder would start with the fabricationand testing of
breathing/scavenging,fuel injection,combustion the three-cylinderengine test rig designed under
and materials/lubricants. ADEPT. Component developmentwould continue in

order to complete demonstrationof life and reli-
The compound cycle diesel/turbineengine has ability. The program would culiminate in a fully _"

many potential benefits as illustratedin Fig. 24. compounded,experimentalcomplete CCTDE engine
It is now being considered by the Army for future demonstration.
high-performancehelicoptersbecause of advantages
such as: very low fuel consumption;the potential Rotorcraft Applications -"
increase in range times payload product; and/or
reduced size and weight of an aircraft to perform As previouslymentioned, earlier studiesby
a given mission. Reduced mission fuel requirement NASA and AVRADCOM (now AVSCOM), indicated that
is further translated into a major logistics there was a large potential reduction in helicopter
reduction of fuel, manpower, and equipment fuel consumption for a given mission with the use
required to support the entire aircraft fleet, of advanced I.C. engines compared to advanced tv_-
The diesel engine has the lowest demonstrated bine engines. A mission analysis study by NASA_u
specific fuel consumption (< 0.30 Ib/hp-hr)of any of two civilian helicopter sizes and missions in-
practical engine. Long lif_ and reliabilityof the dicated the following: (1) a single engine, four-
diesel have been demonstratedin ot_er applica- place helicopterwith a 800 Ib payload capacity
tions. Specific power of 4.8 hp/in_ and 6000 and 300 n mi range powered by a very advanced I.C.
rpm for this engine was demonstratedin the pre- engine would use 40 percent less fuel than a vehi-
vious compound cycle turbine engine program. These cle powered by an advanced simple-cyclegas tur-
high specific power and speeds in a two-stroke bine; and (2) a twin engine, six-place advanced
cycle engine lead to a substantialreduction in I.C. engine powered helicopterwith a 1200 Ib pay-
specific weight (0.5 to 0.7 Ib/hp depending on load and 500 n mi range would use 30 percent less
power level and application),and size over the fuel than one powered by an advanced s_mple-cycle
more conventionaloperationaldiesel. The esti- gas turbine. The early AVRADCOM study_b compared
mated potential size and volume of the compound rotorcraftperformancewith hypotheticaladiabatic
diesel is as about the same as a current simple- diesel engines (BSFC of 0q_85 Ib/hp-hr, based on
cycle gas turbine for the same application. Other the TACOM/Cumminsresults_°) with that repre-
attributes of this diesel concept are: low ex- sentative of the Army's Advanced Technology (tur-
haust gas temperaturesof 550° to 750° F depending boshaft) Engines in a typical mission. This showed
on power level, low cruise SCF well into part- a nearly 40 percent savings in mission fuel with
power range, and low idle fuel consumptioncom- compound diesel engines. The early study treated
pared to the gas turbine. The response rate of the diesel engine's specificweight as a para-
the engine can be rapid since it can be run at metric variable, and showed that a break-evenvalue
constant speed with power level changed by chang- of 0.76 Ib/hp would result in the same vehicle
ing fuel flow rate. Substantialemergency power gross weight as the much lighterturbine, due to
boost can be achieved by a variety or combination the savings in transmission,fuel, tankage, and
of methods such as over-fueling,pressure boosting, related weights. These are encouraging indications
and water/methanol injection, that advanced I.C. engines could compete effec-

tively with turbine engines for powering
For the compound turbine diesel engine CCTDE rotorcraft.

program, the target for design life is 2000 oper-
ational hours. To meet the extended life target, Based on the foregoing,plus the very attrac-
the previous (CCTE) program'sengine power, densi- tive weight, envelope, and performanceestimates
ty, aqd speed targets have been reduced to 4.8 from the CCTE program, the Army is seriously con-
hp/in_ of engine displacementand 6000 rpm re- sidering a highly-turbocharged,compoundedturbine
spectively,and need to be traded off and optimized diesel engine (CCTDE),as a contender with turbine
for CCTDE. CCTDE'spotential life and reliability engines. Preliminaryestimates are that it would
also need to be assessed to establish its credi- have a BSFC of 0.30 Ib/hp-hr and weigh about 0.62
bility and technologybase. A three year ADEPT Ib/hp for light helicopterapplications. In order
program for generic technologydevelopmentto val- to make a direct size comparison with a known ad-
idate feasibility,performance,and technology has vanced technologyturbine engine, a 1500 hp CCTDE
been establishedas the first portion of a two was estimated by scaling, and the results are com-
part program, as shown in Fig. 25. Initially, pared to the T700 turbine engine in Fig. 26. The ..
component R and D will be pursued as an extension two engines are about the same size with CCTDE
of CCTE's generic critical technologies(high speed being about two inches shorter, but about two
and pressure injection,piston ring lubrication inches larger in diameter than the T700 engine.
and wear, inter-cylindergas dynamics, and high In this size range, specificweight is estimated ..
temperature-stressedmaterials) to demonstrate to fall between 0.50 Ib/hp (750 Ibs) and 0.62 Ib/hp
performance levels and reliability. A number of (930 Ibs).
parametric system studieswill be performed for
military ahplications,such as helicopters,combat In a study of advanced _tary combustionen-
vehicles and landingcraft. The first study and gines for commuter aircraft,_" a turbo-compounded
experimentalefforts will focus on helicopterap- engine conceptwas developedwhich had an entirely



different shape factor (fig. 27). This rotary reduced fuel consumptiononly made up the differ-
engine concept has minimal frontal area, but a ence between fuel weight burned and the increased
greater length. For a 1500 hp version, the rotary engine weight. The net result of use of the re-
engine compared to the T700 gas turbinewould be generativeturbine engine was only a lower fuel
about two inches smaller in diameter, but almost requirementthan the simple turbine engine with
twice as long. It lends itself to a very stream- both turbine-typerotorcrafthaving about the same
lined, low-drag nacelle shape. An "adiabatic" installedpower and gross weight. The CCTDE pow-
(minimum heat rejection or MHR) version of the ered rotorcraft still retains a significantedge
turbo-compoundedrotary engine is estimatedto in less fuel burned, less power required and lower
weigh 9311bs and have a BSFC of 0.30 Iblhp-hr vehicleweight (both empty and gross). If the
which approachesthe CCTDE. mission gross weight for the CCTDE powered rotor-

. craft was kept the same as that of the gas turbine,
An artist's concept of a typical tilt-rotor the resultant additionalpossible fuel load could

version of a mid-sized rotorcraft is shown in Fig. increase mission time by up to 50 percent, and
28. Both CCTDE and the adiabatic rotary I.C. en- range by up to 80 percent. Alternatively,the
gines could fit the rotorcraft nacelles, and can fuel-relatedweight saved for equal range and gross
be powerplant candidatesfor similar future weight could be applied to increasedpayload (+45
applications, percent), thus arguably increasingthe combat ef-

fectivenessof this vehicle by a major factor.
A recent (unpublished)analysis by AVSCOM

compares the performanceof CCTDE with representa- Although the rotary engine was not included
tive simple-cycleadvanced turbine engines for in the analysis,the "adiabatic"or minimum heat
tilt rotor, pure helicopter,and compound helicop- rejection (MHR) rotary should also be competitive
ter vehicles. Figure 28 illustratesthe general since its projectedweight and performancecharac-
arrangementof the tilt-rotor version. The analy- teristics are close to the CCTDE. It also appears

sis was conducted for a typical Army two hour mis- that a less ambitio_, general aviation technology
sion for vehicles in the 8000 Ib to 12 000 Ib class level rotary engine_ of the proper size could
with equal payloads and a one-half hour fuel approach a standoff in rotorcraft performancecom-
reserve. The entire mission was assumed to be pared to either of the two gas turbines considered.
flown at 4000 feet and 95° F. Minimum performance
vehicle required was 200 kn forward speed and 500 Diesel and stratified-chargerotary I.C. en-
ftls vertical climb rate. The rotorcraft fuselage gines can easily use jet fuel and present some
was "rubberized"to allow for variable tankage, very desirable operationalcharacteristicsfor
fuel and power, and drive system sizes to accommo- rotorcraftcompared to gas turbines. These in-
date two turbine or two CCTDE engines in each of clude zero lapse rate, low fuel consumption,and
the rotorcraftvehicle types. Mission equipment increasedrange times payload product, as already
was held constant. Consistentwith the design mentioned. During all maneuvers, engine (i.e.,
point of 4000 feet and 95° F, sea level/standard rotor) speed can be maintained almost constant
day (SL/STD) specific fuel consumption and weight with power being controlledonly by the rate of
of the simple-cycleturbinewere 0.45 Iblhp-hr and fuel injection and, to some extent, by engine com-
0.23 Ib/hp. For the CCTDE, 0.30 Ib/hp-hr and 0.62 pression drag. Therefore,engine power response
Ib/hp were used. Results of the analysis presented rate would be rapid. With the advancingtechnology
in Fig. 29 show that for three types of rotorcraft of I.C. engines, their use in future rotorcraft
(tilt rotor, pure helicopter and compound helicop- can result in substantiallyimproved performance
ter), the quantity of fuel required with CCTDE compared to that with gas turbine power.
engines ranged from 37 to 42 percent less than
with turbine engines. Installedpower required Discussion
with the CCTDE in performingthe same mission for
the three rotorcrafttypes was 24 to 30 percent The concept of using an advanced, truly modern
less than that required with turbine engines. It I.C. engine as a light aircraft powerplant was
should be noted that, because of the 4000 feet, identifiedby NASA Lewis Research Center in the
95° F design requirements,and inherent lapse rate mid 1970's. Although aircraft I.C. engine research
power characteristics,the turbine engine SLISTD was largelyabandoned after World War II, subse-
IRP required was about 50 percent greater than quent advances in materials, tribology and other
design at 4000 feet altitude. The required over- generic areas are neverthelessapplicableand ben-
sizing of the turbine engine contributed to the eficial in many cases. It was recognized that the
greater size and weight of the resultingrotor- combinationof modern aerospace technologieswith
craft. The CCTDE engine has no lapse rate penalty an inherentlycompact, balanced engine concept and
until a critical altitude (higherthan normal up-to-datedesign and manufacturingtechniques
rotorcraft operation) is reached, determined as a could provide a remarkablyfuel-efficientaircraft
function of its turbochargercharacteristics, powerplant. In order to be successful,however,

aircraft speed, altitude capability,and cabin
In order to make a comparison of CCTDE with a comfort (noise and vibration)would have to be

"" more advanced gas turbine, an analysis of a pure competitivewith a turboprop airplane, while the
rotorcraft including a regenerativegas turbine cost of the new engine ($/hp) should not greatly
was performed for the previous mission. Table I exceed the cost of today's gasoline reciprocating
shows the analysis results and comparisonwith the engines. These objectivesestablishedthe basis

"" simple-cycleturbine ATE, the regeneratedturbine, for the technologyapproach in this emerging
and CCTDE. Note that results are normalizedto program.
the ATE's power level (IRP) and associatedweights.
The regenerativegas turbine rotorcrafthad about A substantialnumber of studies related to
the same installedpower as with the simple-cycle this concept have been conducted by NASA and major
turbine engine. Although the regenerativegas engine and airframe manufacturersto further clar-
turbine SL/STD design point BSFC was 0.35 Ib/hp-hr, ify its potential. These studies have all shown



fuel savings of 25 to 50 percent are possible, that the value of this investment may approximate
depending on the particular application and base- a $30 million to $50 million down payment towards
line chosen. This appears to be the largest single advanced aircraft I.C. engine technology.
technology gain for light aircraft that has been
identified in the post-war era. Based on the long- (2) While some of the above efforts are still
term average Free World aviation gasoline fuel ongoing, the collective results to date strongly
consumption, (roughly one-half billion gallons/ indicate that the performance levels projected in
year), a one-half billion to one billion gallon the early NASA-sponsored I.C. engine studies can
fuel savings should be recorded by the end of a very probably be met. The technical credibility
ten-year, new-technology introduction period, of the advanced aircraft IoC. engine concept has

advanced from essentially zero in 1977, to the
A long-term, phased R and T approach was point where laboratory demonstrations approaching ."

adopted by NASAfor the advanced I.C. engine work. the very attractive predicted BSFC and power den-
This approach was chosen because of the originally sity levels had occurred by 1984.
unknown, high technological risks in obtaining the
required levels of efficiency, power density, (3) Although the use of advanced I:C. engines ."
structural integrity, low vibration and noise, and for aviation was initially viewed with skepticism
clean low-drag aerodynamic installation, all in by many segments of industry, those most directly
the same low-cost package. In the initial R and T concerned have become highly supportive because of
phase (1977 to present), several fully modern I.C. the successful confirmatory experimental efforts
engine test cells were activated at NASA's Lewis referred to above. To mention but one example,
Research Center. Sophisticated instrumentation, Deere and Company has recently undertaken a major
diagnostic techniques and computer-based analysis and long-term commitment to rotary engine
programs were developed as appropriate, most of technology.
which are at or near the forefront of I.C. engine
research worldwide. Numerous low-cost engine test (4) Although the Government investment since
rigs of both the rotary (Wankel) and piston varie- 1977 in this area is substantial in absolute terms,
ties have been built and tested with these newly it is small considering or compared to:
available capabilities. Ongoing research emphasis
includes efforts on basic combustion and internal (a) The preceding 25 to 30 years of total
airflow phenomena for multi-fuel capability, as neglect;
shown in Fig. 30, plus work on seals and lubrica- (b) The large expenditures that have been
tion, and high temperature insulative materials. (and continue to be) invested in compet-
In addition to the Lewis Research Center in-house ing powerplant types; and
efforts, related contract/grant activities were (c) The magnitude of work remaining to
and are being sponsored with appropriate elements achieve practical commercial or military
of the industry and university communities, utilization of this emerging new

technology.
Since 1977 the Lewis Research Center's efforts

have averaged around 20 research and support man- In summary, the fact that so much has been
years per year with a contracting budget of $0.5 accomplished in a relatively brief time and with
million to $1.5 million annually. In addition to limited resources, suggests that aircraft I.C.
NASA's efforts, various DODagencies have sponsored engine technology is both a highly cost-effective
advanced I.C. engine R and D projects sinc_ 1977. research area, and one that will soon be ready for
For example, the DARPA/GTECengine project _ a second phase of intensified efforts. The logical
resulted in excellent efficiency and unprecedented next step, as viewed here, is the construction and
power densities from a high-speed diesel test rig. evaluation (by an aircraft engine manufacturer) of
The TACOM/CumminsAdiabatic Diesel Engine program 16 flight-type, turbocharged, multi-cylinder or multi-
has resulted in the successful demonstration of rotor test bed engines which are more representa-
ceramic and other types of heat-insulating parts tive of a potential product. Given adequate
in a turbo-compounded diesel engine. This includes resources, the sequence of events could be as il-
demonstration of a sustained cruise BSFCof 0.285 lustrated in Fig. 31. The two bars at the upper
Ibs/bhp-hr. Department of Energy (DOE)-sponsored left represent the two ongoing NASAexperimental
diesel technology efforts for highway vehicles are efforts concerning rotary and diesel engines.
also technically related. The Navy/USMC/Curtiss- (For simplicity, the similarly intended, DODfunded
Wright multi-fuel rotary marine engine project "ADEPT" project is included with the NASA diesel
resulted in a sophisticated stratified-charge com- work.) It can be expected that both types of en-
bustion system, which has demonstrated true multi- gine will have achieved full-performance operation
fuel capability, together with efficiencies rival- by 1985. Either or both could then embark upon
ing some diesel engines. Hardware from this programs of testing advanced components and refin-
project was used to generate design data in the ing the cycle match between experimental rig engine
early part of the ongoing NASA/Curtiss- input/output conditions and computer-generated
Wright/Deere aircraft rotary test engine contract, turbocharger characteristics. The shaded bar,
In so doing, it demonstrated power density and labeled "Technology Enablement", represents the ""
minimum BSFC IRvels closely approaching the present intensified second phase mentioned above. Con-
target values. ° tractor estimates indicate that a substantial ad-

ditional investment for each core engine and the .
Conclusions based on the above-mentioned pro- advanced turbocharger, would be required above the

grams are: ongoing, fundamental-type activities. Beginning
with technological readiness in 1986, this phase

(1) A significant level of advanced, high- should result in a multi-rotor/multi-cylinder test
output I.C. engine research has been sponsored by bed engine running about midway through the 3 to 5
the DODand NASAsince 1977. By combining the year enablement program. Towards the end of this
applicable portions of various programs, it appears period, it is felt that technical risks will have
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TABLE I. - ADVANCEDENGINE COMPARISON-

PUREHELICOPTERVEHICLE

[Relative values (ATE = 1) for a 2 hr

135 n mi mission.]

Turbine Regenerative Compound
ATE (RCVPT) (CCTDE)

IRP SL/STD 1.000 1.003 0.717
XMSNrated hp .872 .875 .717
Engine-dry weight 1.000 1.441 1.663

Empty weight 1.000 1.038 1.004
Fuel burned 1.000 .796 .584
Payload 1.000 1.000 1.000
Gross weight 1.000 1.000 .950
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DESCRIPTIONIOBJECTIVE:

ANR&TBASEPROGRAMTOESTABLISHTHEGENERICTECHNOLOGYBASEFORHIGHLY

ADVANCEDROTARYANDDIESELENGINESFORFUTUREBUSINESS/COMMUTER/GENERAL

AVIATION,HELICOPTERSANDRELATEDAPPLICATIONS

PAYOFFIJUSTIFICATION:

• MAJORFUELSAVINGS

• LOWCOSTPOTENTIAL

• MATCHINDUSTRYNEEDSANDCAPACITY

APPROACH:

• ROTARYMULTI-FUELENGINES

"TWOSTROKEDIESELENGINES

• BASICR&TVIA IN-HOUSEANDGRANTS

• CONTRACTSFORENGINER&D

TECHNICALTHRUSTS

• COMPUTERIZEDCYCLEIPROCESSMODELS

• ADVANCEDCOMBUSTION,IGNITIONANDFUEL-INJECTIONTECHNOLOGIES

• ADVANCEDMATERIALCOMPONENTANDTRIBOLOGICALTECHNOLOGIES

• TECHNOLOGYVALIDATIONEXPERIMENTSWITHBREADBOARDENGINERIGS

Figure1 - Intermittent combustion(I. C ) engineresearch



SPARK IGNITION RECIPROCATING ENGINE LIGHTWEIGHTDIESELENGINE
SFC: 0.33Ib/hp-hr SFC= 0.!)2Iblhp-hr
SP.wt.: 1.161b/hp SP.wt.: 1.021blhp
_TURBOCOMPOUNDED

ROTARYENGINE
SFC= 0.351b/hp-hr
SP. wt. = 0.8OIb/hp

Figure 2. - Advancedtechnologygeneralaviation engines.
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Figure3. - Advancedpropulsionsystembenefits.

• R&TEFFORTPRIMARILYLEWISRESEARCHCENTERIN-HOUSEORGRANT,FY84ANDPRIORYEARS

• HIGHSPEED,HIGHBMEPSTRATIFIED-CHARGECOMBUSTION
• SEALSANDLUBES

• THERMALTECHNOLOGY

• TURBOCHARGINGITURBOCOMPOUNDING

• CONTRACTEFFORT(C-W/DEERE)TODESIGN/BUILDHIGH-OUTPUTROTARYTESTENGINE

• C-WFINALDESIGNREVIEW,SEPTEMBER1983

• DEERE& CO.ASSUMESINDUSTRYLEADROLEINROTARYR&D,FEBRUARY1984
• FIRSTBUILD,JUNE1984

• ACCEPTANCETEST,SEPTEMBER1984 . .

• COMBINEDIN-HOUSEICONTRACTR&DPROGRAM,FY85ANDON

Figure4. - RotaryengineR&T- activity profile.



OBJECTIVE

• OBTAINEFFICIENT,RAPIDCOMBUSTIONATHIGHPOWERDENSITIES
(GETLOTSOFFUELANDAIRTOGETHERQUICKLYANDBURNTHEMFAST)

• " ELEMENTS

FUTURE
• EVAPORATIONIMIXINGPHENOMENA

• INLETANDEXHAUSTFLOWS

• PORTINGANDTUNINGEFFECTS

• FLAMEKINETICSANDPROPAGATION

• WALLEFFECTS

• CATALYSIS

Figure.5.- High speed,high BMEPstratified-chargecombustionin rotary engines.
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Figure6. - Rotaryengine- airflow model.



Figure7. - Stratified chargerotary combustionreseachrig- singlerotor
OMCengine.



OBJECTIVES

•IMPROVEDGAS-SEALINGEFFICIENCYATALLSPEEDS

• REDUCEDFRICTION

• LOW WEAR RATES

ELEMENTS

_.i•APEXSEALS

•C FIBERIPOLYIMIDECOMPOSITE

•S13N4

-SiC

•AERODYNAMIC(GAS-LUBRICATED)

• TRIBOLOGY

• HIGHTEMPERATURESYNTHETICOILS

•AIR-LUBRICATEDROTORIPISTON

•ROTORDYNAMICSISTABILIZATION

Figure8 -Advancedrotaryenginesealsandlubrication.
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Figure9. - Apexsealresearch.



Figure10.- PSZapexseals(no.' s1-6, lOg.)comparedwith iron (12g.)
andgraphite(4g.) seals.

Figure 11. - Highoutput, single-rotor gasolinepoweredrotary test .
engine.
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• INCREASEENERGYAVAILABLETOTURBOCHARGER/COMPOUNDINGTURBINE

ELEMENTS

_:i.STRUCTURALCOMPONENTSFORLOW HEATTRANSFER

• CERAMICS,E.G., SI3N4, PSZ
• COMPOSITES,E.G., "FELTMETAL"

_;::• COOLINGCONCEPTS

i ? ?!ii ii:i.............................................................
;i:::: :;i:;" OIL ;::
ii:ii;; i ;::: .....................:::::::::::::::..................::::::::i

.AIR

• NONE(UNCOOLED)

• ADVANCEDHEATEXCHANGERTECHNOLOGY

Figure 12. - Thermaltechnologyfor rotary engines.
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(a)Conventionalwall. (b)Adiabaticwall.

Figure13.- Combustionchamberwalltemperaturesandheatflows.

•OBJECTIVES

•ADVANCEDTECHNOLOGYFORTURBOCHARGERS

•ADVANCEDTECHNOLOGYFORCOMPOUNDINGSYSTEMS

•ELEMENTS

•DESIREDTURBOCHARGERCHARACTERISTICS(ASDEFINEDBY GTECSTUDY)

•CERAMICTURBINEWHEEL

•FULLAIRBEARINGSUSPENSION

•LIGHTWEIGHTSHEET-METALTURBINEHOUSING

•IMPROVEDCOMPONENTEFFICIENCIES

•COMPOUNDINGTURBINE(INCLUDEDINTCM ENGINESTUDY)

•NOTCOST-EFFECTIVEFORGENERALAVIATION

•ESSENTIALFOR"ADIABATIC"ENGINES

•DETAILEDPROGRAM YETTOBEDEFINED(SIMILARFORROTARYOR DIESEL)

Figure14.-Advancedturbochargerlturbocompoundingtechnology



AIRTO ENGINE
ENGINE EXHAUST

A, ,oCOMPRESSOR EXHAUST

NEWTECHNOLOGY _._

• CERAMICTURBINEROTOR _ SCALE12.00

• FOILAIRBEARINGS TOTALWEIGHT- 42Ib
• LIGHTWEIGHTHOUSINGS

(a)Advancedtechnology(compressionratio 6.0 - 2.2 Ib/secair flow).

HIGH
PRESSURE AIRTO ENGINE TURBINE
TURBO- ENGINEEXHAUST EXHAUST

t I,CHARGER

PRESSURE
TURBO-
CHARGER

AIRTOAIR// (55Ib)
COOLER// 1
(5Ib)--/ 12.00in. AIR IN

(b)Conventionaltechnology(compressionratio 6.0 - 2.2 Iblsecair
flow). Totalweightof componentslesspiping - 75 lb.

Figure15. - Turbochargertechnologycomparison.



PRIMARILYCONTRACT

• LEWISRESEARCHCENTERIN-HOUSEBASICRESEARCHSUPPORTIN FLOWMODELLINGAREA

• TELEDYNEGPDCONTRACT:

• SINGLE-CYLINDERR&T

• UNDERWAYSINCE1981

• GENERALAVIATIONORIENTED

• "ADEPT"CONTRACT,GARREnT.E.C. :

• DODFUNDED

• AGGRESSIVETECHNOLOGYGOALS

• SINGLE-CYLINDERR&T

• MILITARYIROTORCRAFTORIENTED

Figure16. - DieselengineR&T-activity profile.

EMPHASISAREAS

• HIGHSPEED,HIGHBMEPDIESELCOMBUSTIONIFUELINJECTION

• PISTONRINGICYLINDERSEALING,FRICTION,WEAR,ANDLUBRICATION

• THERMALTECHNOLOGY(INSULATIVECOMPONENTS)

• AIRUTILIZATIONANDTURBOCHARGING

STATUS

• SUCCESSFULLYCOMPLETEDDEMONSTRATIONOFFULLTAKEOFFPOWER(104ihp) ON
SCTE. CONFIRMEDMOSTMAJORDESIGNPARAMETERS

• HARDWAREMODIFICATIONSIN PROCESSTOPERMITOPERATIONATHIGHERTEMPER-
ATURESANDLOWERAIRCONSUMPTIONVALUES

• INSULATEDHARDWAREWILLBEDESIGNED,PROCUREDANDTESTEDTOREDUCEHEAT

REJECTIONANDAFrAINCYCLEMATCHWITHTURBO

Figure11. - Dieselsingle-cylinder test engine(SCTE)- objectivesandstatus.



Figure18. - Twostrokecycledieselsinglecylinder test engine.
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Figure19.-SCTEpart10adperformanceat3500rpm.
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Figure20.- Finiteelementgridfor cylinderliner.
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Figure21. - Resultsof flowfieldsimulation for an axisymmetric
piston-cylinder configuration. Cycle1, crank angle, 78°,

'" rpm,1000.0,comparativeratio,7.O.



COMPRESSOR/TURBINE

OUTPUT DIESELCORE
SHAFT

HELICOPTERS(500TO2000hp)

COMBATVEHICLES(500TO2000hp)

BUSINESSIGENERALAVIATION(500TO2000hp)

Figure22. - Joint programinterests in compounddiesel
technology.

1977: PROGRAMINITIATEDAS COMPOUNDCYCLETURBOFANENGINE(CCTE)FORAFMISSION
(SHORTLIFEUNMANNEDAPPLICATION)

• DARPAORDERNUMBER3430

• AFCONTRACT3365-77-0391

1981-82: PROGRAMSTOPPED- CHANGEINAFPRIORITY

ACHIEVEMENTDEMONSTRATEDINTWO-STROKECYCLE:

• SPEED 8000rpm

• POVVERDENSITY 7.2 hplin 5

• INJECTORPRESSURE 18000psi

•BRAKEMEAN EFFECTIVEPRESSURE 385psi ,

Figure23.-BackgroundforADEPT.



• LOWCRUISESFC: 0.29TO0.35Iblhp-hr (LARGEIMPROVEMENT)

• INCREASEDRANGEX PAYLOADPRODUCT

• REDUCEDSIZEIWEIGHTOFAIRCRAFTFORGIVENMISSION

• LOWENGINEVOLUME:

• HIGHPOWERDENSITY:OVER4.8 hplin 3

(VIAOPERATIONAT6000rpmAND366psi BMEPINTWO-STROKECYCLE)

• LOWSPECIFICWEIGHT:0.62 Iblhp

• LOWEXHAUSTGASTEMPERATURE:5500FTO7500 F

• LOWIDLEFUELCONSUMPTION

• RAPIDRESPONSERATE

• POWERBOOSTIEMERGENCY:UPTO40 PERCENT

Figure24. - Benefitsof ADEPTICCTDE.



ADEPT
1984 -1986

M
SINGLE-CYLINDER RIG

OBJECTIVES

HIGH SPEED FUEL
INJECTION/COMBUSTION

PISTON RINGS

INTRA-CYLINDER GAS
DYNAMICS

MATERIALS AND LUBRICATION

DESIGN AND APPLICATION
STUDIES (CCTDE)

¢

CCTDE
1987 -1991

THREE-CYLINDER RIG

WJ.

OBJECTIVES

CONTINUE/EXTEND ~
SINGLE-CYLINDER
OBJECTIVES

INTER-CYLINDER GAS
DYNAMICS

BALANCE AND VIBRATION

COOLING

II BREAD BOARD" ENGINE

OBJECTIVES

TURBOMACHINERY
AND ACCESSORIES

SYSTEM FACTORS

INSTALLATION FACTORS

ALL-UP PERFORMANCE

APPLICATIONS

HELICOPTERS

BUSINESS /COMMUTER/
GENERAL AVIATION

TANKS, APU'S, AND
OTHER

Figure 25. - Technical thrusts - ADEPT and CCTDE.



CCTDE T700

LENGTH:44.4in. LENGTH:46.5 in.

WIDTH: 26.0 in. WIDTH: 25.0 in.

HEIGHT:26.0 in. HEIGHT:23.0 in.

WEIGHT:750T0930Ib WEIGHT:427Ib

Figure26.-Sizecomparison(1500hp).

T.O. HP LENGTH, DIAMETER, WEIGHT, BSFCATCRUISE,
in. in. Ib Ib/bhp-hr

::'1500 84.7 22.6 1033 O.33.,o._.

......1500 81.2 22.3 931 .30

:::CONVENTIONALCOOLING

......MINIMUMHEATREJECTIONCYCLE

• " Figure27. - Rotaryturbocompoundaircraft engine.



Figure28.- Tilt-rotorconfiguration.
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Figure29.- Helicopterperformancecomparison:turbine
versus CCTDE(fuel andpowerrequirements).



BASELINE

~1.6Iblhp; 0.45BSFC
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•ADVANCEDTURBOCHARGERTECHNOLOGY

SUPERIORITY <_"

~0.75Iblhp; O.33- 0.35BSFC

• "ADIABATIC"OPERATION

• TURBOCOMPOUNDINGTECHNOLOGY

CONTINUINGGROWTH

_0.6 Iblhp, 0.3 BSFC

Figure30. - Summary: majortechnical thrusts.
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V4 - _5

TECHNICALTHRUSTS: COMBUSTIONTECHNOLOGY
SEALINGANDLUBRICATION
THERMALTECHNOLOGY(MATERIALS/COOLING)
TURBOCHARGING/COMPOUNDING

NASAIINDUSTRY

INDUSTRY _6
I

, _ ENGINEDEVELOPMENT ]

MAJORMILESTONES

•. I DIESELRIG- FULLPOVVEROPER.
2 ROTARYRIG- FULLPO_VEROPER.
3 ADVANCEDCOMPONENTTESTSICYCLEMATCHDEMONSTRATIONS
4 CONVERGENCE-- SELECTONECONCEPTFORACCELERATEDEFFORT
5 MULTI-CYLINDERIMULTI-ROTORRIGOPER.
6 CERTIFICATION- FIRSTMODEL

Figure31. - AdvancedI.C. engineresearchandtechnology- majorscheduleevents.
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